
 

 

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 … Blast Offline With NASA STEM! 
During October, take a break from screens and virtual learning with these five 
hands-on activities. Print this sheet and check your progress throughout the month! 
 

 
Design a Mission Patch. 
This month, two new crews will launch to the International Space Station. Did you 
know that each crew designs a mission patch? The astronauts select colors and 
symbols that represent the importance of their mission. What would a mission patch 
for your space trip look like? See past designs, and then design your own mission 
patch! Get started at https://go.nasa.gov/3ksKeLz.  
 

 
Make an Asteroid. 
On Oct. 20, the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft will collect a sample from asteroid Bennu to 
bring back to Earth. Scientists will study the sample to better understand asteroids, 
how planets formed and how life began. To create your own unique asteroid, visit 
https://go.nasa.gov/2ZOp4zD. 
 

 
Help a Drone Navigate a Maze. 
Oct. 20 is Air Traffic Controller Day. As drones become more prevalent in the skies, 
managing flight paths will be even more important. NASA is working to make flights for 
airplanes and drones safer. Can you do your part by helping this drone navigate the 
maze to safely make a delivery? https://go.nasa.gov/3mvouR7  
 
 
Decorate Your Pumpkin Like a NASA Engineer. 
Do you want to make an out-of-this-world Halloween pumpkin? Brainstorm ways to 
put a scary space twist on your Halloween décor. Get ideas and tips from engineers at 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. https://go.nasa.gov/2h04g5i 
 

 
Celebrate a Blue Moon. 
On Oct. 31, a blue moon will grace the sky. According to modern folklore, a blue moon 
is the second full moon in a calendar month. Usually months have only one full moon, 
but occasionally a second one occurs. Celebrate this special occasion by reading moon 
myths from around the world: https://go.nasa.gov/33GeKef. 
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